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Our starting point: What our colleagues think 

SOURCE: State of Missouri workforce survey, August 2017: Most frequently used words used to describe your organization in 3 words
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Our starting point: Despite challenges, a significant majority of state employees 
report caring about their work
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Results: Disagree Neutral Agree

SOURCE: State of Missouri workforce survey (n=35,347)

That is why I stay here; because I do 
feel a sense of purpose and enjoy 
helping others.

I get to help make the lives of 
Missourians better all the time.

I am passionate about the Mission 
of my Division and feel we are doing 
valuable and relevant things to help 
move Missouri into the future.

I am willing to put a great deal of effort 
beyond that normally expected in order to 
help the organization be successful

I really care about the fate of the 
organization

As a state worker, I feel honored 
to represent Missouri.
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Our starting point: DOR tax call center performance tracker – March 2, 2017

Bad goals

Bad results
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Where we are heading – DOR tax call center performance tracker – Feb. 16, 2018

Real goals

Real results
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Where we are heading with our most important “asset”: our teammates 

.67%

12

0

% of state employees rated 
“needs improvement” under 
old PERForM annual review 
system

Number of departments without 
any dedicated recruiters

Number of managers 
trained in cross-department 
leadership programs

Situation What we are doing to fix it

 Designed and launched new 
professional development 
approach based upon monthly 
dialogues (200,000+ so far)

 Revamping State’s approach 
to recruiting (part of overhaul 
of talent management made 
possible by Merit Reform)

 Started first Leadership 
Academy (6 month program)

 Launched next week The 
Missouri Way management 
training (3 day program, 
running every 90 days)
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Governor Parson’s goal

Missouri Better Government: meeting Missouri citizens’ 
expectations that we are as good as any organization

More transparent… about where we are heading and how we are doing

More citizen friendly… to serve citizens as they deserve

More efficient… to deliver higher quality impact as smart as possible

More focused… on what we should do and scaling back where we should

More accountable… so good public servant performance is recognized

A common sense, conservative, “run it like a 
business” approach to making government better
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Our management transformation agenda is focused on four basic questions

Where are 
we heading?

How should 
we organize?

How can we 
get better?

How should 
leaders lead?
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Direction: All departments have developed strategic management priorities 
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Direction: Strategic management priorities structure each department’s change
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Leadership: In July we launched the first Missouri Leadership Academy
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Leadership: Last month we launched The Missouri Way program
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Where you can learn more: https://bettergovernment.mo.gov/
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QUESTIONS?
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The State’s management transformation agenda – 3 back-to-basics stories 

1) Citizen experience

2) IT project development and management

3) Managing our people
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Story 1: Starting point – DOR tax call center performance tracker – March 2, 2017

Bad goals

Bad results
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Story 1: Impact – DOR tax call center performance tracker – Feb. 16, 2018

Real goals

Real results
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Story 2: IT project development and management 

44

67

US State & Local 
Govt Average

State of Missouri 
(June 2014 - present)

Note: Includes all projects involving ITSD costing $250,000+; does not include cancelled projects (9 since June 2014)
Source: OA ITSD; Gartner, IT Key Metrics Data 2018 (2017) 

Completion rate for major IT projects
%, N= 72

Situation What we are doing to fix it

 Established first strategic 
IT portfolio

 Conducting independent 
assessments of select 
major IT projects

 Reviewing all major IT 
projects at Cabinet-level 
to ensure set up for 
success and to change 
course when needed

 Search in process
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Story 3: “Managing” our people 

.67%

12

0

% of state employees rated 
“needs improvement” under 
old PERForM system

Number of departments without 
any dedicated recruiters

Number of managers 
trained in cross-department 
leadership programs

Situation What we are doing to fix it

 Designed and launched new 
professional development 
approach based upon monthly 
dialogues (200,000+ so far)

 Revamping State’s approach 
to recruiting (part of overhaul 
of talent management made 
possible by Merit Reform)

 Started first Leadership 
Academy (6 month program)

 Launching next week The 
Missouri Way management 
training (3 day program, 
running every 90 days)
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Major management efforts underway

Where are we 
heading?

How should 
we organize?

How can we 
get better?

How should 
leaders lead?

 Establishing common approach to strategic priorities across all 16 
departments (“placemats”) and supporting implementation (“dashboards”)

 Embedding new approach to have real performance measures and targets 
for all 600+ budget programs

 Developing new budget and performance transparency website

 People: Transforming end-to-end “talent management”
 Merit Reform
 Professional development (e.g., ENGAGE)
 Recruitment (LinkedIn; integrated applicant portal)

 Structure (e.g., DED, MDC)
 Systems (e.g., ERP)

 Establishing new “lean”/continuous process improvement expectations

 Launching first ever cross-department leadership development programs
 Leadership Academy: 6 month program for ~25 “emerging leaders”
 “The Missouri Way”: 3 day seminar for ~150 leaders every quarter
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Direction: We continue to push forward with establishing clear strategic priorities
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Organize: Transforming the State’s talent management is a top priority 
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Leadership: Last week we launched The Missouri Way program!
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Leadership: Last month we launched the first Missouri Leadership Academy!
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